Customer Case Study

InterOil
Corporation
Daxeam offers streamlined EAM process

Industry

Straight Talk

Oil & Gas

“We are excited to be rolling out the ResourcePoint Asset
Management module, built on the Daxeam solution to
our Exploration and Construction divisions. With over 300
pieces of heavy earthmoving equipment operating within the
Papua New Guinea jungle, our challenges require a robust
application that streamlines the maintenance process. We
believe that the UXC Eclipse team is our ideal partner to
make this a reality.”

Solution
Daxeam:
* Asset Management * ResourcePoint
Integration * Single, integrated platform with
Microsoft Dynamics AX

Patrick Slevin
Finance Systems Manager
InterOil

Challenge

Solution

“With a history of disparate applications, InterOil
recognised a need for a fully integrated ERP
system that would allow for future growth and
bring into one environment the functionality
that was required within our Oil and Gas
sector business.“

“After a lengthy review process, Microsoft
Dynamics AX was chosen - with UXC Eclipse as our
preferred partner. The reasons were many and
varied however one of the major selling points for
us was UXC Eclipse’s ResourcePoint solution on
offer, including the Asset Management module
– Daxeam,” said Patrick Slevin, Finance Systems
Manager, InterOil.
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ResourcePoint is a customised vertical
solution specifically developed for the oil and
gas industry. Built on the Microsoft Dynamics
AX platform, ResourcePoint provides deep
functionality required by the oil and gas industry,
including: standard financials and reporting
to stock exchanges; operations reporting
across all sites; multi-currency capabilities,
maintenance scheduling and repairs; energy
finance management (EFM); and enterprise
asset management (EAM) – provided by EAM
solution, Daxeam.

Outcome and Benefits
Daxeam is a global enterprise asset management
(EAM) solution built for Microsoft Dynamics AX.
Using Microsoft Dynamics AX as the foundation
means Daxeam is integrated into the supply
chain management functionality delivered across
projects, inventory, finance and fixed assets.
“Full integration of Daxeam within the Microsoft
Dynamics AX system allows us to manage our
refinery maintenance programs seamlessly with
our procurement and warehousing operations.
For the first time in our operational history, we
have both planned and ad-hoc maintenance
events being recorded, scheduled and costed
accurately. Our maintenance planning staff are
able to schedule, review and analyse maintenance
events in a timely manner.”
“A key requirement for us was being able to
identify parts needed for maintenance and
plan work orders around part availability. Work
orders generate demand for the parts, and
flow automatically into master planning and
purchasing. On receipt of the parts into our
warehouse, the parts are immediately identified
as being available so the maintenance work order
can commence.”
Daxeam looks like and integrates with familiar
Microsoft Office tools, making accessing
information easier than ever before. It also
minimises training requirements and speeds up
system adoption.
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“We are excited to be rolling
out the ResourcePoint Asset
Management module, built on
the Daxeam solution, to our
Exploration and Construction
divisions.”
Patrick Slevin
Finance Systems Manager
InterOil Corporation

UXC Eclipse as a Partner

About Daxeam:

“UXC Eclipse has been invaluable in assisting
and training our team of users. We operate
in a remote area of the world and yet the UXC
Eclipse team was happy to visit on-site during
our implementation and as we progress, assist in
getting more value from the product. Suggestions
for how to improve the product have been taken
on-board and, in some instances, we have seen
those come through as enhancements.”

Daxeam is an enterprise asset managment
solution made for Microsoft Dynamics AX. It
helps assess and develop asset maintenance
needs, organise company assets, assist in
normalising repeated, measurable asset
maintenance.
Daxeam
analyses
asset
downtime, utilisation, costs and failures and
helps maximise your Microsoft Dynamics
AX Investment.

About InterOil:

Using Microsoft Dynamics AX as the foundation
means Daxeam is integrated into the supply
chain management functionality delivered across
projects, inventory, finance and fixed assets.

InterOil Corporation (InterOil) is a NYSE-listed
company that has developed an integrated oil
and gas company with operations based in Papua
New Guinea.
The company has positioned itself to own assets
through the entire value chain - from the wellhead to retail. InterOil has also positioned itself
through a joint venture holding company to
develop a LNG project in Papua New Guinea. The
joint venture company is targeting 2015 for the
delivery of ‘first gas’.

The most powerful EAM solution available to
extend Microsoft Dynamics AX across the supply
chain, Daxeam’s benefits include:
•
		

A single, integrated solutions within
your ERP

•
		

Improved operational uptime from
controlled asset utilisation

•
		

Reliable programs through simulation of
operational periods

•
		

Reduction in inventory from purchase
and approval control

•
		

Knowledge management, document
control and compliance

•
		

Insight into utilisation, costs and 		
forecasts.

Built on the Microsoft platform using out-ofthe-box modules from Microsoft Dynamics AX,
Daxeam looks like and integrates with familiar
Microsoft Office tools, making accessing
information easier than ever before.
For more information: www.daxeam.com

For more information, please contact:
info@daxeam.com
www.daxeam.com
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